Z-DCS is a comprehensive Software Solution for check-in and boarding at airports. It is suitable for Low Cost Carriers (LCC), Charter Airlines and point-to-point operators. This unique DCS provides an easy to use Graphical User Interface, an integrated Weight & Balance System and the ability to generate ancillary revenue.

- Suitable for airlines and ground handling companies
- Compatible with all aircrafts
- For operations of all shapes and sizes – from large international airports to small regionals.
- Intuitive GUI allows for quicker processing, increased levels of service and quicker training.
- Automatic functions speed up the handling process and reduce costs of operation
- Time initiated monitor controlled processing guarantees on-time operation
- Certified on major Common Use platforms
- Hosted or local installation
Features

- Automated PNL/ADL read-in facility from other reservation systems
- Agent Qualification Restrictions by Signing Code
- Aircraft Database, configurable for all types and configurations
- Electronic ticketing handling
- Group Passenger Feature
- Advanced self-service options (Fast Bag Drop, Self Boarding Gates)
- Security Features for border authorities
- Boarding Control and Reconciliation
- Fully integrated weight & balance system
- Integrated Ancillary Sales module
- Automated post departure management
- Suitable for common-use and non-common-use systems
Z-DCS Backup

Are you responsible for the operation of an airport and have you ever been affected by system failures? Delayed planes, angry passengers and other inconveniences are the result. We know that primary DCS failures are a widespread and expensive phenomenon. We can offer you a cost-effective solution.

- Suitable for airlines, airports and ground handling companies
- Syncs with primary DCS
- Compatible with all aircrafts
- For operations of all shapes and sizes – from large international airports to small regionals.
- Intuitive GUI allows for quicker processing, increased levels of service and quicker training.
- Automatic functions speed up the handling process and reduce costs of operation
- Time initiated monitor controlled processing guarantees on-time operation
- Certified on major Common Use platforms
- Local installation

Benefits
- Low Total Cost of Ownership
- Easy Implementation
- Hot standby DCS
- Continuous Check-in and Boarding process
- Data synced back after downtime
- Intuitive GUI
- Highly configurable
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Z-DCS Backup

Features

✓ Backup Z-DCS syncs with the primary DCS or gets data from PAX Access Control System (used before the security checkpoints).
✓ Agent Qualification Restrictions by Signing Code
✓ Aircraft Database, configurable for all types and configurations
✓ Electronic ticketing handling
✓ Group Passenger Feature
✓ Security Features for border authorities
✓ Boarding Control and Reconciliation
✓ Fully integrated weight & balance system
✓ Integrated Ancillary Sales module
✓ Automated post departure management
✓ Suitable for common-use and non-common-use systems